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street fighter x tekken game is the first crossover fighting game between the street
fighter and namco tekken series. it was developed by capcom and released for
playstation 3 and xbox 360 in march 2012 and windows pc in may 2012. the game
features characters from both the street fighter and tekken series. the game is a
fighting game, developed by capcom and released for the playstation 3 and xbox
360 in march 2012 and windows pc in may 2012. the game features characters from
both the street fighter and namco tekken series. the game features street fighter x
tekken includes characters from both the street fighter and namco tekken series. the
game is a fighting game developed by capcom and released for the playstation 3 and
xbox 360 in march 2012 and windows pc in may 2012. the game features characters
from both the street fighter and namco tekken series. description street fighter x
tekken is a fighting game developed by capcom for the playstation 3 and xbox 360.
the game stars both the street fighter and tekken series of characters. both the
games are based on the same engine. the game is being published by namco bandai
games and was released on march 2012 for playstation 3 and xbox 360 and in may
for microsoft windows and in october for the playstation vita. the game features
characters from both the street fighter and tekken series. in addition to their moves,
their moves in street fighter x tekken are dependent on their unique relationship with
each other: characters who are close friends in their respective series have more
similar moves, while characters who have had a bitter rivalry are more separate in
style. some examples include ryu and ken, who have been fighting and even
befriended at times, but have never really been a full-fledged friendship. on the other
hand, they have very different moves and fighting styles when fighting each other.
the games have a story mode, a single player character story mode, and a
multiplayer mode. the game features characters from the street fighter and tekken
series. the game also has many features that make it unique. some of the most
noticeable ones are the super arts and the cross gauge. the super arts can be
performed in mid-air and can be performed in the air as well. for example, when
performing an air special move, a character can perform a super arts by tapping the
a button. if the gauge is filled up, the character performs a super art. the cross gauge
is used to perform various moves such as ex attacks and super combos. when the
gauge is full, the character is able to perform the moves that are required to fill the
gauge. the gauge can be drained by taking hits, performing a special attack, or by
blocking. these moves can also be performed during a certain time of the match. a
character's super arts can be performed during combos to execute a super combo. a
character's super combo can be performed by pressing b while in air. these super
combos are also used to fill the cross gauge, and can also be performed during a
round. the cross gauge also drains during certain moments in the game. if the cross
gauge is full when a character's health bar is full, a character can perform a super
art. if the cross gauge is drained when the health bar is full, a character will do
nothing. in the game, the cross gauge can be refilled by performing certain moves in
mid-air or by landing on the ground. a characters super combo can be performed by
tapping the triangle button. the super combo drains the cross gauge. when the cross
gauge drains, the character does nothing until the gauge is refilled. the cross gauge
can also be refilled by performing certain moves in mid-air or by landing on the
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ground. a character's special attacks can be performed by pressing the x button. the
super art can be performed by pressing the square button. the super combo can be
performed by pressing the circle button. the cross gauge can be filled up by
performing a special attack, performing a super combo, performing a super art, or by
landing on the ground. a character's health bar is represented by the health meter at
the bottom of the screen. characters' health bars can be filled up by performing
normal attacks, performing combos, performing super combos, performing super
arts, performing super combos, performing super arts, performing a super combo, or
by performing special attacks. this game has an extensive online mode, as well as
two offline single player modes: story and arcade.
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